A framework for building multi-representation layers from OpenStreetMap data
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1. Introduction
Within Geoscience the concept of Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI, Goodchild 2007) is currently on the rise. Among numerous projects in the field of VGI, OpenStreetMap (OSM) is one of the most advanced and has already been subject to several research studies¹. Various secondary products and services are derived from OSM data². Following the principle of a commons-based peer production (Benkler 2002) with participants acting as voluntary sensors (Goodchild 2007), OSM can serve as a source for geospatial modelling and analysis with global coverage. In contrast to classical Spatial Data Infrastructures (SDI) perspective, OSM data lacks standard conformity, provenance information, quality standards and the capability of complex feature modelling. However, the simplicity and flexibility of the OSM model seem to compensate these deficits. Furthermore, a number of research studies suggest a rather good quality in comparison with administrative or commercial datasets (Girres and Touya 2010, Haklay 2010, Ludwig et al. 2011).

All information collected by project participants is currently stored in one large database file containing raw feature data of the recorded spatial objects. The downside of one fine-grained feature data store is the rather big effort required for creating derived data such as thematic subsets, representations at different geographical scales or route networks. Useful complements – even for expert GIS (Geoinformation System) users – to the primary OSM database would be 1) a set of tools for data extraction, generalisation and processing and 2) a set of derived databases that contain refined data for particular fields of application. This motivates the service-based approach for deriving application-centric representations from OSM data presented in this paper.

The paper is organized as follows: The next chapter presents our general idea of a layered architecture for generating purpose-specific products from OSM data using service-oriented processing tools and multi-representation databases. Chapter three identifies tools which are required to create an application-centric OSM multi-representation database (MRDB). In chapter four we are presenting some preliminary findings on the creation of such a database for different types of OSM objects. The conclusion adds some ideas for building and maintaining a corresponding toolbox for OSM data.

2. An architecture for deriving application-centric representations from OSM data

The main purpose of the OSM project is to provide free to use and editable global maps under an open data license. Since its initiation in 2004 the mostly voluntary users contributed an enormous amount of data to its database. The application fields for using OSM data are manifold. Just as manifold are the requirements for data preparation, such as for:

- Map creation which requires model and cartographic generalisation methods for displaying objects at different scales as well as symbolisation rules for map rendering,
- Routing which requires the generation of a topological network including specific attributes like turns, impedances or speed limits,
- Location-based Services which require information on features of interest including thematic attributes and semantic descriptions.

Although each task may have its own data preparation needs, a number of generic tools can serve a multitude of applications. Those should be interchangeable and interoperable in order to build dynamic, reproducible and flexible workflows for deriving different representations of the primary OSM database. We suggest a service-oriented approach that facilitates the generation of derived and possibly simplified representations for OSM data. Such layers may then be used to support a variety of end-user services and applications.

As depicted in Figure 1a), the planet OSM database resides at the lowest level providing a uniform resource of data for the upper level components. The processing resides directly on top of this layer and provides data manipulation functionality like generalisation, transformation or symbolisation for data that is compatible to the original OSM data schema. The two upper levels contain application specific data and services. The multi-representation layer contains secondary data strongly related to end-user services in the product layer. This layered approach allows for better decoupling of OSM-related products from the rapidly growing database but does not foresee that users create their desired products on demand. However, the concept is capable enough to capture more sophisticated use cases where experts access to the processing layer directly to produce customized representations from the OSM database (Figure 1b). These representations are probably purpose-specific and for in-house or private use so there is little need to immediately publish them in an MRDB layer. However, if there should emerge a public demand for a particular representation it can be easily instantiated in the MRDB layer.
Figure 1a). A layered architecture for generating application-specific representations of the primary OSM database.

Figure 1b). Proposed architecture for generating customized representations of the primary OSM database.
3. Building a multi-representation layer for OSM data

In the literature, several approaches for building Multi Representation Databases can be found, focussing on the development of specific database schemata (Jones et al. 1996, van Oosterom 2005), the modelling of relationships within the database (Bobzien et al. 2008) or methods for deriving multiple feature representations (Devogele et al. 1996, Hampe et al. 2003, Brewer et al. 2007). However, within a service-based environment, the following requirements must be met:

- Workflows are decomposable into a set of atomic tools to facilitate flexibility and software reuse
- Functionality is decoupled from the underlying application and provided via open standardised interfaces to facilitate interoperability
- Tools provide sufficient syntactic and semantic descriptions via their interfaces to enable cataloguing and workflow enactment

Existing approaches for the creation of MRDBs need to be analysed and reworked with regard to the above mentioned requirements. Although this is expected to be a lot of work, it would significantly improve accessibility and utilisation of previous work in this field and perfectly match the open access policy for scientific research promoted by the European Commission.

To build an MRDB for OSM data in a flexible and reusable manner, the following steps need to be covered, ideally by a multitude of tools:

- Database creation – comprises the database schema creation including the different representation layers for each scale as well as the initial filling of the database using the global OSM database. Different parameters could be used to define spatial subsets, object filters or representation layer scales. Tools might benefit from existing semantic links between OSM features such as provided by the LinkedGeoData project, encoded using the Resource Description Framework (RDF). Furthermore, rules for the creation of the MRDB could be formalized as presented by Brewer et al. (2007).

- Data harmonisation – required to compensate the different sources and acquisition methods of OSM data, which inevitably lead to different levels of detail in geometry and attribution throughout the whole database.

- Database Generalisation – includes primarily model generalisation processes to create suitable object representations based on previously defined layer scales. Different OSM objects require different generalisation strategies based on feature type, application area and scale. An overview on the structure and categorisation of web-based generalisation services can be found in Burghardt et al. (2005). A formal classification of available generalisation operators is given by Foerster et al. (2007). This point could be seen as an extension to the work on Web Generalisation Services previously presented by Foerster et al. (2008).

- Feature Matching – provides utilities to establish links between different scales in the MRDB. A classification of feature matching approaches is provided by Ruiz et al. (2011). A prototypical service based implementation using OSM data is described by Wiemann and Bernard (2010). The support for robust heuristics such as the strokes concept (Thomson and Brooks 2002, Thomson 2003) might further advance both automated generalisation and feature matching processes.

- Map rendering – includes cartographic symbolisation and generalisation to produce maps at different scales from the MRDB using standardised interfaces such as the Web Map Service (WMS) developed by the Open Geospatial
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Consortium. On-the-fly rendering could be implemented by applying either tile-caching as presented by Goetz et al. (2012) or specialized database structures like the TGAP structure presented by van Oosterom (2005). In addition, sophisticated map generalisation processes as described by Neun et al. (2009) or the application of cartographic web services (Iosifescu et al. 2009) are promising approaches towards a toolbox for web based map rendering.

4. Implementation of an MRDB for OSM data

A challenging use case for the suggested concept is the provision of a capable Web Map Service for OSM data. To deal with the large amount of data and the data-intensive rendering process many existing mapping applications rely on tile map services and web caches. These approaches have well-known drawbacks in terms of storage resources to hold large volumes of tiles on the lower scales and are less suitable for rendering many customized styles, e.g. by the application of Styled Layer Descriptors (SLD).

Our aim is to create a pre-generalized database that is suitable for a range of map-rendering applications and to provide and sustain a transformation and generalisation toolbox for the OSM universe. Figure 3 shows a general workflow for such a data reduction task. By sub-setting and filtering the original OSM database can a reduced to the number of object and attribute data that are effectively used by the rendering stage. A subsequently applied generalisation procedure removes the excess geometric detail which will be anyway discarded by the renderer.

Figure 3. A simple 2-step workflow for creating an MRDB for OSM data.

At first, an initial MRDB is built by sub-setting and filtering the primary OSM database for each level of representation. These levels correspond directly to the scale ranges for map portrayal. We have tried this procedure using Mapnik styling and filtering rules to create suitable SQL sub-setting statements. The choice of these rules is arbitrary and any machine-readable rule format can be used. Due to the maturity and practical relevance of Mapnik we are considering its rule set as a good starting point.

In a second step each of the intermediate representations is generalized to the appropriate level of detail. The OSM database contains three types of geometries which are all relevant to the rendering process: polygons, lines and points. Altogether there is a plethora of algorithms to generalise these geometries and there is no “right” procedure to accomplish this task. Currently we are exploring a range of techniques that are able to yield a good amount of data reduction while being able to quickly and robustly process fairly large volumes of data (Figure 4). At least for medium to small scales, raster-based algorithms are scaling very well with the number of features. This suggests that an increasing amount of buildings’ footprints in the primary database will not affect the efficiency of these methods. With larger scales it may be necessary to
apply more sophisticated algorithms to obtain building blocks for dense settlements rather than individual buildings. For such algorithms (e.g. Glander and Döllner 2007) a heavier computational burden can be expected with a significantly growing number of buildings’ footprints.

Figure 4. Preliminary generalisation results for polygon data. Green areas represent the original geometries; red areas represent the expanded (first image) or condensed areas (second image). Pictures are adjusted to a presentation scale of 1:300,000.

While polygon data can be handled satisfyingly by density-based procedures or morphological operations in the raster domain, line features – especially roads – are still an issue. We found that OSM data contains a vast number of tiny road segments instead of complete streets. Simply applying a geometric generalisation algorithm to each of these segments does not yield much data reduction. Consequently, prior to geometric generalisation, a road reconstruction step is required where individual segments are recomposed to complete road geometries. However, the naive solution of merging adjacent segments with the same thematic attributes will not work in many cases because related road segments may have been collected by different people with different quality. Thus the attributes of neighbouring road segments may strongly vary, making it hard to determine all segments that form a road in the real world. Here we require robust heuristics that make reasonable assumptions about the similarity of adjacent segments to reconstruct the road features and to finally build a road network. One such candidate is the strokes concept (Thomson and Brooks 2002, Thomson 2003). A stroke is defined as a set of one more segments in a non-branching connected chain. In contrast to a merged geometry, the construction process for strokes also incorporates geometric properties such as line continuity, e.g. determined by the (minimal) deflection angle at junctions. This additional may help to identify a connecting road segment in the case of missing or ambiguous attribute information, i.e. a missing type. Once completed the algorithm returns a hierarchical road network, thus making an ideal starting point for further generalisation.

The actual generalisation task requires algorithms that give good control about the level of accuracy while providing good vertex reduction at the same time (e.g. Imai and Iri 1986). With a growing road network in the OSM database the generalisation procedure becomes more time consuming with every additional feature. To save computation time the different levels of generalisation should preferably build upon each other. For the architecture from chapter 2 this means that the multi-representation layer and the tool layer become more intertwined: Data reduction tools should not only
work for the primary database but also with the derived databases. Here compatibility can be achieved best if the representations of the original data generally stick to a strict subset of the original OSM data model. Point objects currently do not require pre-generalisation for quick display. They are only displayed few at a time at very large scales and are thus completely removed from medium and small scale representations. However if the number of points will grow by orders of magnitude it may be convenient to generalise them in hot spot areas by either additional filtering or density reduction.

5. Conclusion and further developments

This paper has presented an architectural approach to generate and provide application-centric representations of the OSM database. The architecture introduces additional services on top of the primary database to facilitate the creation of OSM-based applications. Outsourcing data management and generalisation tasks into separate architectural layers reduces the implementation burden for OSM-based applications. For reusability we have introduced a multi-representation layer that contains reduced versions of the primary OSM database. To preserve flexibility the data transformation and data reduction tools are conceptualised as services in a processing layer and can thus be reused in various contexts and invoked for the creation of new representations.

A mapping use case has illustrated issues with existing approaches on OSM data handling and sketched the potential benefits of derived OSM databases, e.g. for mapping tasks, and the advantage of reusable generalisation tools for OSM data. An investigation of generalisation problems for different geometric objects in the OSM database discusses current and upcoming issues related to the characteristics and the volume of the data. Here the provision of both effective and efficient services for road generalisation has been identified as a pressing need to create simplified (and visually appealing) representations for large to medium scales.

An open issue is the communication of the quality of the derived representation compared to the primary OSM database. The generation of a simplified representation is not a real-time task and, depending on the applied algorithms and transformations, a time and resource consuming procedure. Constraints in terms of processing time and geometric quality of the simplified data require quality information to be associated with all derived representations. In many cases the derived representation will not adapt the daily update schedule of the primary OSM database. To avoid the use of outdated representations the quality information must also comprise the update schedule and link back to the used version of the primary OSM database.

Committing resources for computational intensive tasks for the provision of Web services for data generalisation can hardly be achieved by the OSM community. Nevertheless it is desirable to have the resources in the processing layer offered in a service-oriented manner.

The Moving Code concept (Müller et al. 2012, 2010) provides means to exchange computational logic in a similar way to exchanging data. Moving Code packages are self-describing service-oriented software components and may be used to deliver a variety of processing tools to different processing locations. The description of the contained code comprises 1) the interface description using Web Service standards, 2) a structured description of the required runtime environment, 3) a structured description of hardware requirements according to the OCCI (Open Cloud Computing Interface) standard, and 4) licensing information preferably by using the well-established Creative Commons licensing scheme. This information is packaged with
the actual implementation (the “code”). Once downloaded the contained code can be immediately executed locally or deployed on a Web Server. Exchanging processing tools instead of offering public services for resource-hungry processing tasks is also more cost-efficient from a provider perspective. The envisaged toolbox can be hosted by any institution without overextending their resources. This makes the concept an ideal means to create an extensible generalisation and transformation toolbox for OSM products which can be shared with the community. Furthermore, it allows wrapping and reusing existing generalisation tools such as those provided by the WebGen framework\textsuperscript{4}.
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